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ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR (ASB)
HARROGATE INNER
Since the Covid pandemic, there has been pockets of Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) reported through to NPT via
the use of Social media, 101 and directly through councillors to beat managers and PCSOSs.
The Bilton ward has received the most interest and reports and there has been an increase in visibility in this
area. Sgt Steve Dougall has been working with the Community Safety Hub (CSH) and locals in order to identify
areas and young persons of concern. There is a planned community meeting in the near future and it is now
planned with the lifting of restrictions that the drop in clinics and face to face meetings and coffee mornings
can now go ahead as they were previously and return to some sort of normality.
Operation Acrylic is still ongoing, this is targeting the rough sleeping, begging and homelessness around the
town centre. During the COVID lockdown there was little reported to the police however over the past 2
months these have been on the increase. Staff are working with the CSH and the town centre retail premises
in order to prevent this from escalating. There have been several dispersals given already in the town centre
recently which has had a positive impact already.
LOCAL LANDLORD PROPERTIES – RELATED ASB
The biggest demand on Harrogate regarding ASB has been around the properties linked to local landlord. This
work has been resource and time intensive for both police and partner agencies. From the beginning of
September 2020 through to May 2021, Police and partner agencies were receiving an increased, persistent and
concentrated level of demand for service from 3 specific properties in the Harrogate area.
Each of the properties in question were houses of multiple occupancy which accommodated some of
Harrogate’s most vulnerable people, and typically service users dependant on drugs / alcohol who lived
transient lifestyles. All 3 properties were managed by the same landlord. The properties had little or certainly
not effective management in place and as a consequence, began attracting people to the area / properties
who appeared to be exploiting the set up for drug consumption, general ASB / disorder and violence. This had
a wider impact on the local community with the attributed disorder spilling out into the street.
From the beginning of September 2020 until the beginning of May 2021 reports were made specifically to
Police as follows:
38 Mayfield Grove – 27 incidents
19 Avenue Grove – 19 incidents
31 Avenue Grove – 23 incidents

These are not inclusive of the large number of reports made by concerned residents to local housing
authorities and Harrogate Borough Council about the disorder in the area, specifically these 3 properties.
Several arrests were made during this period of disorder and sadly, one for the murder of one of the tenants at
the Mayfield Grove property. As a result, there was a concerted and joint effort between partner agencies to
look at all the disorder with a view to getting the issues under control. Closure orders were deemed to be the
most effective manner of achieving that outcome.

The closure order is an emergency power which Police can use to close a premise for a short period before a
court can ratify / extend the notice. However, the legislation is particularly rigid in terms of how this power is
evidenced before being presented to court. This again involved extensive collaboration between all agencies to
gather relevant evidence and follow the legislative requirements to ensure all parties were served with the
relevant information at the right time.
All 3 closure orders were successfully obtained and ratified by court, with a notable reduction in the associated
disorder / violence from the properties. There have also been several positive arrests since these closure
orders were obtained for breaches of them. Work is ongoing with partner agencies to look at the long-term
management of these properties.
OP CHROME
Operation Chrome. This operation is around the use of vehicles on the roads around ASB and offences
committed on the roads. It was initially started in summer of 2020 and was reinstated in May 2021. This has
seen real positive feedback from the community and focus on Supercars in the Harrogate district. The results
are regularly published through the Social media sites and there has been a significant decrease in reports
from the public as a Zero tolerance approach has been adopted. This work will be ongoing with the newly
appointed road safety officer for the county through Specialist ops.
OP CHROME RESULTS
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KNARESBOROUGH AREA A ND VILLAGES: Across the outer area Knaresborough has seen a small number of ASB incidents compared with other areas.
We did have a crime and ASB spike relating to the travellers that attended opposite the rugby Club and stayed
for several days on route to Appleby fair. This was managed locally and support by Police and partners. We
have since stepped up guidance / advice / support for the location to prevent re-attendance. The travellers
attended Harrogate on the return journey and there was a serious knife related incident.
Knaresborough also has an issue with low level ASB, and nuisance youths and we have progressed several of
these youths through the ASB flowchart process and are seeking community Acceptable behaviour Contracts
(ABC`s) with them. This is in conjunction with the CSH also.
RIPON AREA AND VILLA GES: Matters across the Ripon area have not been as minor or low level with several serious incidents occurring. To
tackle the spike in ASB and issues we introduced a number of operations: -

Op Change – Ran from 01/01/21 to 31/03/21. This op saw significant increase of resources in Ripon to
prevent ASB and crime. This drew resources in from across the entire of NYP on a daily basis.
Op Driver – Ran from 21/05/21 to 21/08/21. This saw staff in both high viz and plain clothes in hot spot
areas sighting and dealing with nuisance and ASB vehicle usage. We requested Spec Ops resources that
tackled and pursued several vehicles that were been used illegally and in an ASB manner.
Recent Ripon overt patrol plan – This is ongoing after a recent street robbery and Neighbour linked Affray
incident on 14th and 18th of August. This has seen additional resources targeting the Minster Wards and
relevant address where incidents / offenders / victims reside.

OP CHANGE RESULTS

ASB total

01/10/20 –
01/01/2021

01/01/21 – 31/03/2021

Change %

Ripon Moorside DHN

44 (14)

34 (11.3)

22.7% reduction

Ripon Spa DHP

59 (19.6)

46 (15.3)

22.3% reduction

Ripon Minster DHM

101 (33.6)

140 (46.6)

38.6% increase *43%
reduction following month
26 ASB instead of 46) *

* Please note this indicates a 38.6% increase in calls for ASB across the 3-month period of the operation. This
was due to public confidence to report matters to Police and our enhanced Social media presence. Once the
Operation has ended, resources reduced, and Ripon returned to normality we saw a 43% reduction in ASB calls
on Minster ward in the month of April 2021. 26 calls
Crime

01/10/20 –
01/01/2021

01/01/21 –
31/03/2021

Change %

Ripon Moorside DHN

51

36

29.4% reduction

Ripon Spa DHP

47

31

29.7% reduction

Ripon Minster DHM

90

72

20% reduction

Crime figures include following offences, Arson, Criminal Damage, Drug offences, Thefts, Robbery and
Violence.
OP DRIVER RESULTS
Op Driver has run from 21/05/21 until 21/08/2021. The results are still unknown at this time in terms of
prosecutions and outcomes at court, but the snapshot headline figures are: -

•8 x Prosecutions pending for Driving related offences (No insurance, driver otherwise in accordance with
licence, no MOT) Further prosecutions are pending.

•1 x Criminal Behaviour Order been progressed through Youth Justice and CPS relating to main ringleader of
Vehicle ASB.

•3 x Section 59 warnings given out (Vehicles used in ASB manner)

•3 x Drugs related arrests / warnings due to vehicle stops.

•5 x Vehicles seized / recovered.

This operation has now concluded, and we have seen real positive results and a drop is ASB for this type and
for the areas involved.

SOCIAL MEDIA IMPACT IN AUGUST, SPECIFICALLY TARGETING RIPON AREA

Comments Shares

People
reached

Date

Content of Social Media post

Likes

30/07/2021

Hornblower attendance

16

7

7

4880

12/08/2021

Arrest of a Ripon nominal

18

1

0

2255

14/08/2021

Community event in the Market square

41

24

5

8719

14/08/2021

Appeal for witnesses after assault in Ripon

8

17

64

20,811

16/08/2021 Ripon together community programme promotion

1

0

0

1076

17/08/2021

4 arrested for Ripon Robbery post and appeal

68

18

64

22,111

18/08/2021

Further arrest for Robbery update and appeal

68

3

16

11,051

19/08/2021

Ripon Community Bloom scheme promotion

23

3

4

2127

20/08/2021

Overarching message re criminality and updates /
media appeal following issues

79

20

32

10,803

20/08/2021

Update re arrest and charge for Robbery and
weapons

94

11

17

15,162

23/08/2021

Media appeal after damage

2

0

2

1081

21

9

1

4724

439

113

212

104,800

26/08/2021 PCSO`s in the market square promoting attendance
Totals

This social media presence alone relating to Ripon has seen over 439 likes, 113 comments (mainly supporting
Police and partner actions), 212 shares where it has been posted on ither peoples accounts or into private
messages and amazingly 104,800 people reached. This is complemented by traditional community
engagement events across the Market Square, School visits, high visibility patrols and other opportunities to
be seen in the public.

SOCIAL MEDIA IN RELATION TO HARROGATE

Date

Post content

Engagement
rate

Likes

16/05/21

Seizure of a motorbike

4%

14

15/06/21

Op Chrome update

10%

157

17/06/21

🚨 Ongoing incident – Woodfield
Road, Harrogate 🚨

9%

23/06/21

Above incident update

24/06/21

Knives in school

Shares

Reach

2

1,784

71

39

80,578

10

1

42

57,449

17%

15

8

3

2,570

12%

24

4

11

4,848

Op Chrome – results so far… 🚗
13/07/21 We are here Policing at the
Great(est) Yorkshire Show
today. 😊

10%

25

2

5

3,654

6%

29

0

1

2,559

02/08/21

🚨Another Harrogate drug dealer
taken off the streets.

8%

27

4

6

10,301

03/08/21

Arrests following incidents in Bilton
last night ⬇️
Operation Chrome continues in
Harrogate🚓
Wanted man arrested thanks to you,
our community 🙏

11%

47

9

8

11,334

12%

182

71

162

180,487

4%

18

1

0

2,276

08/09/21

Burglary media message

4%

5

1

1

1,216

09/09/21

Coppice Residence Action
Group! 📢

5%

1

1

0

1,375

25/06/21

08/08/21
12/08/21

Comments

MISSING PEOPLE
HARROGATE INNER
Harrogate district has had 260 reports of missing people. The majority been 12-17 years and 51 percent of
these 260 have links to mental health.
The young people who are more vulnerable around CCE and CSE are picked up locally and a SPOC allocated to
work in partnership with other agencies to safeguard them and link in with MACE.
HARROGATE OUTER
In the last 90 days Harrogate outer has managed approximately 22 missing people (81 in total across whole of
Harrogate). Of those 22 only 2 have been youths and they feature as part of the MACE process and they are
discussed and managed accordingly. Each of those youths has a Police SPOC which regularly makes contact
and supports with partners.
Each of the adults is reviewed by the Missing form home team and where necessary referrals are made and
managed accordingly.

KNIFE CRIME
The increase in knife crime seen at the beginning of 2020 has been effectively quelled through Operation
Disarm. Prioritising intelligence gathering, proactive deployment of resources and targeting a small number of
serial offenders resulted in the arrests of key individuals, leading to significant custodial sentences. Police are
already working with Probation service to manage these individuals’ reintegration into the community on their
release from prison.
Working with the partnership hub and Intelligence we continue to interact with the known knife carriers in the
area. This is intervention is done at the earliest opportunity through OP Divan work, linking in with schools
and parents and other partner agencies. Operation disarm nominals are regularly checked and tasked out and
further intervention work is done by NPT and Expedite through briefings and during national knife crime weeks
of action etc. Since January 6 divan interventions have been carried out with young people in the Harrogate
inner area.

VEHICLE CRIME
HARROGATE INNER
Since the beginning of January last year when NPT initiated OP Gazelle there has been a significant decrease in
Theft from Unattended Motor Vehicles. There was a short spike in these offences in the Harrogate south area
(Pannal, Duchy, Rossett in March 2021 and covert tactics were used alongside the local patrol plan.
No arrests were made however since this time there has been no significant crime pattern or reported
incidents. Since 1st January there have been 23 incidents of vehicle crime (this has been taken from the
performance dashboard) compared to last year where there was over 300.

HARROGATE OUTER
There has been very little recorded vehicle crime in the outer area. Of 75 reported vehicle crimes in the last 90
days 26 (34%) of them have been spread across the entire of the Outer area, Ripon Minster was the top Outer
ward with 7 (9%) offences recorded.

BICYCLE THEFT
HARROGATE INNER
There has also been a relatively small spike in bicycle thefts in the Harrogate area between April and August
2020. 27 reported thefts over this period of time, many from Harrogate hospital amongst other areas. The
method of the theft appeared similar, and a lot of work was completed by Police to review each one,
culminating in the identification of suspects from the West Yorkshire area. This investigation is ongoing
however arrests have been made and since July – August, those theft figures have greatly reduced with only 4
in July and 2 reported in August.
Just an update on the bicycle thefts from last year - A lot of cross boarder work was conducted which linked
the offenders to other thefts in West Yorkshire and York. Working jointly with BTP 2 offenders were identified
and have subsequently been given 3 years and 5 years respectively in custody. As a result, no further thefts of
this MO have been reported.
HARROGATE OUTER
There have been no reported crime spikes in the Outer area, since Jan 2021 there has been 6 reported cycle
thefts in the Knaresborough area and 4 in the Ripon area.

SERIOUS CRIME
HARROGATE INNER
There has been 2 Murders recently in the Harrogate area which have been completely unrelated. The first was
around Mayfield grove and police worked jointly with partners to provide reassurance to the communities
through resident`s meetings and letter drops. The CSH and police led a successful closure order on this
property as detailed in the ASB section.
The second murder was domestic related and occurred at The Majestic Hotel. This was completely unrelated
to the other incident and involved persons from out of area. Again, working with partners we worked jointly
to provide a visible presence and reassurance to the community surrounding this tragic incident.
There has been a recent incident at Ashville college that was widely circulated on social media. Working
together with the Schools, NPT, response and the council we were able to bring the incident to a swift
conclusion and prevent any further issues reoccurring.
HARROGATE OUTER
Ripon has seen 3 robberies and 1 Kidnap offence recorded in the last 90 days. In total we have arrested 15 people
relating to these crimes, 2 have been charged and remanded pending Court appearances and all the other have
been released on bail with conditions. These offences were widely shared on social media with requests for
information, updates about arrests, charges and outcomes. The victims have been identified and appropriately
supported and we have the Serious Crime Team working with local Response and Neighbourhood units to
investigate the offences.

Most of the offenders are local youths and young adults, and we have robust plans in place to tackle their
offending. Two of the most prevalent ring leaders are currently remanded and we are working with the
Community Safety Hub to progress applications for criminal behaviour orders to prevent offending and
safeguard the community.

2 IN 1 BURGLARY
HARROGATE INNER
This is the term used to describe a house burglary where the objective is to access the keys of the vehicle
parked outside. Similar tactics as above were used resulting again in custodial sentences. The main offender
remains in prison awaiting more charges, his associates are on curfews which are robustly monitored by
police.
Since the end of 2020 there was a significant decrease in 2 in 1 burglaries. There has however been a small
spike in these offences in the last 2 weeks, mainly on the Harrogate south area. These investigations are in the
early stages, with some potentially positive IDs on potential offenders. The increase in these offences would
link in with the darker nights patrol plans for NPT which would include the need for visibility around these
areas, as historically these types of offences have occurred the same time of year.
In the last 90 days there has been 34 reported domestic burglaries in the Harrogate district, High Harrogate
has suffered 5, Woodfield and Starbeck have both suffered 4 burglaries.
HARROGATE OUTER
Outer area has seen very few of these types on incidents across the last 90 days, in total there has been 9
recorded domestic burglaries.

DRUG CRIME
The Operation Expedite team have continued their work targeting county lines and those most vulnerable
users in Harrogate District. Several lines have been disrupted this year the majority of which stem from the
West Yorkshire area, these include the O Line, RJ Line and the Shaun Line.
O LINE
Officers disrupted the O Line in February whereby a male from Halifax was stopped and searched, close to his
location a quantity of drugs suspected to be cocaine were seized. This nominal was arrested for PWITS class A.
In total the O Line have had 51 wraps of cocaine and 10 wraps of heroin seized from them since the start of
the year and have not been back to Harrogate since.
RJ LINE
Op Expedite Also disrupted a county Line from Beeston in Leeds called the RJ Line who were cuckooing a
vulnerable user in Harrogate, they had kicked her out of her own flat leaving her homeless whilst they used
her property to conduct their drug dealing activity. Officers made arrests and seized a large amount of cocaine,
along with £415 cash and a large style hunting knife. All suspects were juveniles who were safeguarded
appropriately. Since the arrests the RJ Line have not returned to Harrogate.
SHAUN LINE
In July 2021 Op Expedite stopped a vehicle in KNARESBOROUGH linked to the Shaun Line from West Yorkshire.
This vehicle contained known runners, both and the vehicle were searched where 54 wraps of cocaine were

seized. Both nominals were arrested for PWITS class A. Further searches were conducted where large
amounts of both cocaine and heroin were seized. Since the arrests the Shaun Line have not returned to
Harrogate.
GENERAL UPDATE
In March 2021 Op Expedite officers were on mobile patrol in the Harrogate area when they identified a vehicle
of interest from Leeds linked to the supply of drugs parked in a private car park. As officers approached the
vehicle it made off at speed hitting an officer in the process. The vehicle was eventually stopped by police a
short distance away where. Found in the vehicle were a number of wraps of heroin, cocaine, cash and
weapons. The driver arrested for driving and drug offences, he was later sentenced to 3 years for the driving
offences and remains released under investigation in relation to the drugs.
Last month Op Expedite officers stopped a vehicle travelling at speed on Jennyfield Drive, the driver was
known to police for supplying drugs in the Harrogate area. During a search of the vehicle officers found a large
amount of cannabis and over £2000 in cash and as a result the driver was arrested on suspicion of PWITS class
B.
During county lines week of action, a large number of vulnerable persons were visited, and welfare checks
completed by the Op Expedite team, intelligence and safeguarding referrals were submitted where necessary.
HARROGATE DISTRICT
In addition to the specific County Lines drug operation, more traditional drug enforcement activity has taken
place in response to a general upward trend in street dealing. Operation Needle was established to deal with
this and led to a plain clothed operation across the Montpellier quarter lasting through July and August. This
culminated in a day of action where a series of coordinated raids were made across 3 addresses and led to 5
arrests and the seizure of a large quantity of cannabis and what is believed to be cannabis laced sweets. All
parties are on bail pending completion of forensic enquiries. The cannabis laced sweets phenomenon, known
as “Edibles ”, has also surfaced in Ripon, where officers responded quickly to partner intelligence about those
involved, resulting in the arrest of four local people near a school, with the seizure of weapons and a quantity
of the drugs.
As always warrants are frequently obtained from the Magistrates court and the execution of these in response
to information and intelligence is part of our day-to-day activity. As well as enforcement work, we have paid
attention to preventive and safeguarding elements. During an activity intensification week officers visited 44
vulnerable premises, fifteen hotels, six schools, conducted leaflet drops in areas of suspected drug activity,
submitted safeguarding referrals for vulnerable people.

CSE / CCE
Vulnerability connected to Child Sexual/Criminal exploitation continues to be a focus of the Harrogate Outer
teams. Due to the demand in this area Harrogate Outer has now got 2 additional dedicated PCSO resources
that spend time split between frontline roles and CCE / CSP SPOC roles. These staff are PCSO Matt Murphy for
Knaresborough area and PCSO Phil Wright for Ripon area. Harrogate inner still have PCSO Nikki Dobson in the
role of CCE Spoc.
This is ensuring that we have dedicated resources that are able to focus on vulnerable areas and individuals to
ensure we are well connected with key partners, share information and manage risk accordingly. Both these
resources have key roles at the areas Multi agency child exploitation (MACE) meeting with all key partners
including schools, social care, housing and Mental Health.

Across the MACE agenda we are jointly currently managing the following: High risk locations - 4
Number of adopted perpetrator 2
Persons of concern - 4
Number of high risk victims 6
Number of medium risk 3
Number of low risk 9
Each of the above areas and nominals are assigned local SPOC`s and depending on the risk level they may also
have assigned investigative leads from the Serious Crime Team to manage ongoing investigations.

HATE CRIME
Since June 2021 we have recorded 45 total hate crimes in the Harrogate district.

16 of these crimes are recorded in the Outer area and have been suitably reviewed and actioned. Several of
these crimes are relating to ongoing neighbour disputes involving a Syrian family that have been recorded as
hate crimes but actually are not. We are working closely with partners, the council and housing to manage the
situation and we expect additional Syrian and other refugees to be housed in the Harrogate area.
The remaining 29 hate crime have occurred in the Harrogate Inner area. Like Outer area several of this relate
to the same Syrian family. This family are managed and NPT resources and are supported by various partners
as part of the Syrian relocation scheme. This work will continue and enhance as we see additional refugees
welcomed in the County.
Most of the recorded crime are public order related with comments been made by offenders to the victims.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Since June 21 we have recorded 354 Domestic Violence related incidents in the Harrogate district. The vast
majority of these are violence against the person crimes: -

In terms of resolutions, we have a number of recorded outcomes: -

Due to the tight timescales the vast majority are still awaiting an outcome. All Domestic incidents are reviewed
by Supervisors and further reviewed by Domestic Violence officers. Due to the nature of domestic violence,
they are very challenging to prosecute due to the evidential challenges and discussions with the CPS. All those
that are serious and or repeats are subject to involvement of the NPT teams to safeguard and manage with
partner agencies.

FRAUD
Harrogate District has now trained most of its PCSOs to be Fraud Ambassadors who have enhanced knowledge
and expertise in this area. They carry out a number of functions in this role which includes: 1) Working with banks to reinforce the banking protocol- Ensuring that victims do not withdraw money and
give it to an offender waiting nearby.
2) Fraud presentations. Up to date information about the latest scams and what to do if they get a phone
call/email3) Revisits to those who have fallen victim of a fraud and provide prevention advice for the future.
This is in partnership with Andy Fox, and we have seen changes to the volume of Frauds since the easing of
lockdown and more traditional crime types remerging.

STOP SEARCH

The headline figures for Stop Search for Harrogate district are that since June 21 we have searched 137 people
and 48 vehicles. The biggest outcome is 75% no further action, 13.9% resulting in a positive outcome i.e. an
item found, and 10.2% resulting in an arrest.

Headline figures for ethnicity breakdown since June 21 in the Harrogate area are: 







69% of those stopped were White British, 8% Pakistani and 7% African.
Total % reason for stops - White British - Drugs 54%, stolen good 7%, weapons 7%
Total % reason for stops – Pakistani - Drugs 8%
Total % reason for stops – African - Drugs 5%
Total % outcomes for stops – White British – Negative 51%, Positive 26.8%
Total % outcomes for stops – Pakistani – Negative 4.38%, Positive 4.3%.
Total % outcomes for stops – African – Negative 3.65%, Positive 1.4%.

SAFETY CAMERA VANS
Safety camera Vans lie outside the control and responsibility of Harrogate District Command. A huge amount
of information can be found on the NYP website:
A raft of information can be found online about road safety and how to report matters relating to road safety
and speeding: - Report it - North Yorkshire Police | North Yorkshire Police

CALL VOLUMES
These are the figures for the entire of NYP and not Harrogate specific for the month of August: •

9572 x 999 calls, Highest volume of 999 calls ever received in any August on record for NYP.

•

14395 x 101 calls.

•

4211 caller requested call backs.

•

1787 calls from other partner agencies requesting attendances and work to be carried out.

•

NYP made 14103 calls to partner agencies to try deal with the 17572 reported incidents.

•

You can now do so much more online, report ASB, non-emergency crimes, RTC, Frauds. Go to NYP
website and click report it. (Single online home)

CRIME TREND

The longer-term crime trend is generally flat. Crime saw a significant dip in March at the beginning of
lockdown, this can be seen gradually returning towards normal levels then beginning to dip again in October
with the implementation of lockdown 2.
It is worthy of note that while crime itself has fluctuated, call volumes have not, indicating that the broadest
demands for police involvement are for reasons other than crime, and that demand itself changed from crime
reporting to Covid reporting.

CURRENT COLABORATION PROJECTS
Here is a list of the current collaboration projects on going across the outer area: •MACE – This is our multi agency criminal exploitation monthly forum that engages with education, social
care, housing and all other key partners that enforce and safeguard vulnerable victims and offenders. This sits
monthly and focuses our work with actions and reviews.
•NYP and NYFRS share joint space on the market square to promote joint safety.
•Schools’ officers – PCSO Martin Powell has assisted with a number of one-to-one sessions around actions
and consequences in terms of early intervention/prevention.
•Ripon Kick's Programme ran by PCSO Martin Powell who is a qualified coach and has secured funding
through Harrogate Town. This been running in the school holidays this year and has seen many youths
attending.
•Youth Voice – NYCC have commissioned a project to understand the youth voice and to look at a ten-year
plan in Ripon providing diversionary activities
•Stepping Up Project - A number of youths have been referred to a sports program aimed at preventing them
from causing ASB/Crime by taking part in sports.
•NYFRS have jointly assisted with OP Driver and created a package for youths that are at risk of entering the
criminal justice pathway
•Inspire Youth – youth-club bus – Youth workers carry out engagement work with the youths during the
week.
•Multi Agency Intervention/prevention meeting chaired by Lucy Gratton from the YMCA. This is looking
at initiatives that can be implemented/already in place
•Crimestoppers funding bid to target those hard-to-reach individuals with information / intelligence that
would support policing activity. (trying to breakdown the wall of silence we often encounter)
Pathways project to divert and direct offenders away from criminality. This is an alternative to court disposals.

CRIME BY WARD – LARGELY UNCHANGED FROM PREVIOUS O&S

